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OHAPTKR I 
INTRO.WCTIOB 
lJY"Ro•t 
there are few tbinga 1D this world 
which hwailiate, depress and demoralize 
peraons more, or make them aore dependent 
on their relatives and friends• thu pro-
lonsed illness which blighta their livea 
and aapa not only their phyaioal vitality 
but alao their apirit, it relief ia not 
obh.inable. It ia the aost foraid.able 
antagoniat of social development. 18 a 
killer and a diaabler of aan, it is often 
excessively cruel beeause of the alowneaa 
and the relentleaaneaa of ita action. 
----- B. M. Blueatonel 
the prevalence of chronic illness is steadily increas-
ing 1n this country. :Prom the National Health Survey 
andertaken by the United Statea PUblic Health Service in 
1935 among three •illion people in nineteen a\atea, it was 
revealecl that 18 per cent of the surveyed population, or 
almost one in every five persona bad. some chronic diseaae.2 
Dr. Henry l. Bakst in hia lectures on aedioal information 
delivered at the Boaton University Sehool of Social Work 
during the academic year of 1951 - 1952, estimated that in 
1 E. M. Bluestone, •Long Term Illness 1n Modern 
Society,• Jgu£Dil of Allrioap At§oo1tt19D, 33:1051, 
March, 1949. 
2 Emat P. Boaa, the TJnsetn PH.gu.e: Qb,rpn1c 
J211M•e, P• 7. 
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the United States approximately twenty-five aillion people 
had aoae chronic disease, and that in the age group ot 
aixty-tive years old and over, one out ot every two persons 
had ehronie disease. In 1870, chronic diaeaae eauaed one 
fifteenth ot all recorded deaths; tod~ it is responsible 
tor .are than halt of the total aortality.3 Chronic 
disease is iaportant not alone aa a maJor eause ot death, 
its social iaplieations are of far greater significance. 
As Dr. Boas 8&78& 
Chronic disease ereatea not only 
aedioal probleaa,· they are a ~or cause 
of social insecurity; their Mlign influence 
permeates into all phases ot our living, 
e&Dsing indigency and unemplor-ent, disrupt-
ing t .. ilies and Jeopardizing the welfare 
of children.4 
At the Hoae Medical SerTice of the Maaaachusetta 
Memorial Hospitals, where the writer did her second year 
tielcl work, about six ou.t of ten of al.l the oases referred 
to the social serTiee department involved chronic illness 
situationa.5 Modern science and medicine have prolonged 
end are prolonging the span of human existence, but •it 
social and aedical comfort does not accompany age, 
longevity proves to be a burden when it should be a 
3 Arthur :Bachmeyer and Gerhard Hartman, Xbe HoapJ.t&l 
tn Htdtrn sggiltx. P• 302. 
4 Ernst P. Boas, I»• ~., P• v. 
5 Beatrice s. Stone and Henry J. Bakst, •Educational 
Experience in Social Work and Medicine on a Domiciliary 
Medical care Se~iee,• I9S116 Stryil! BII111, 26:49, 
Mareh, 1952~ 
2 
'bleasiq.6 
•ro• the standpoint of a medical social work student. 
the writer is interested in knowing what medical social 
workers ean do and should dg in serving this group of 
patients. This thesis is an atteapt to study aome of the 
social aervicea offered to a selected group or chronically 
ill patients at the Home Jledieal Service of the Maaaachu-
aetta Memorial Hospitals with a view to obtaining some 
understanding of the social and eaotional needs of 
chronically ill patients and of bow medical social workers 
ean beat aeet these needs. 
Ia undertaking thia study, the writer had several 
questions 1n mind: tho were the victias of chronic 
diaeasea? lbat were the prevalent chronic diseases aaong 
thia group of patients? What were some or the social 
and e~tional needs of the patients that arose from their 
chronic illness situations? 
the medical social worker? 
Bow were these need• aet bf 
Jnd, lastly, what waa the role 
of the medical social worker in working with the chronically 
ill patient•' 
§po;pe of §t.uu 
Thia atudy ia baae4 upon an analysis of seventeen 
recorded oaaea from the caaeloa4 of the social worker on 
the Home Medical Service of the Maasacbuaetts Memorial 
Hospitals. They are all closed caaea and cover a period 
of time from lovember, 1949 to lovember, 1951. The 
following criteria were uaed in the aeleotion of these 
oaaea: 
6 E. 11. Bluestone, U• .s;1l., '3):1051. 
I 
ll ' t 
1. that the ••••• include a Yaried 
crouP ot aedioal 41aaneaea and related 
aoclal pro bl... whleb were thought to be 
tatrl7 repreaen\atlYe ot chronic 1llae .. 
al tuatlona encounte:re4 oa the Hoae .Medical 
Service of the Maaaaohuaetta Meaorial 
, Boapit.ala 
2. tbat they are oloaed. oaaea aa cloaed 
•••• were t.houant t,o provide a better 
perepeot.i Ye ot the nle or the aoclal worker 
ea4 the probleaa 1DYOl'f'ed. 
'· that tbe recorda which were aeleot.ed 
oont.ain eo.,.ratlYelJ oo~rehenalve recordlnc 
oonalatent with the purpose ot reaeareh. 
Cbeeked wlth the aonthl7 atatiatieal aheeta ot the 
aoclal worker on the Home Medical 8erY1ce, theae aeYen-
teen oaeea represent approximatel7 7 per cent of the total 
oaaea ot chronic illneae eituatlone referred to her during 
\boae two yeara. The writer wlahed to uae a larser ... ple 
but bad to liDii t the ouea to \be present. nuaber in order 
to aeet tbe criteria aet down tor t.be selection of tbe 
...... 
In order •o analyse the eaaea, a schedule wu cle't"laed. 
ooYerlq tbe pointe •entionecl 1D tbe purpose of the at.ud7• 
Tbla achedule eougbt to indicate the description of the 
croup of patients in regard to their raee, age, eex, income, 
marital etai.ua, aocle of liYlq, aeclioal 41agnoala and 
pbyalcal l1m1tat1one. Social probleaa of the patients at 
the tl•• of referral were reYlewed and fUrther pro~l ... 
.. ergtng at a later period were analJse4. A etud7 of the 
social aerrleea offered the ,..tlea\a wu aade aa to bow 
adequatel:r the:r met the needs of the patients and what 
community resources were utilized. Tables are used to give 
statistical data which would prove helpfUl in drawing 
eoneluaiona. Case studies are given to aapplement the 
collected data in a descriptive way. 
Consultation with the social worker on the Home 
Medical Service helped the writer to obtain the ease records 
and statistical sheets tor use. Literature on the probleaa 
of chronic illness and the aced group turniahed .ueb 
information as background tor this atud:r. 
~ atud7 of this type has certain liaitationa. In 
the first place, conclusions drawn !rom a study of • 
liaited nuaber of patients give onl:r a tragaentary view 
ot the total picture of the chronically ill patients in 
general. Secondly, conclusions drawn !rom this stud7 
represent conditions encountered on the Home Medical 
Service of the Massachusetts Meaorial Hospitals which 
serves a specific group of patients onlJ• Lastly, all the 
data were gathered from ease records which in general laek 
detini te state~~~ents as to what eaotional. problema the 
patients revealed, so conclusions on the patients' emotional 
problema had to be baaed upon the writer's own interpreta-
tion &Dd diagnostic thinking 1n many inatanees. 
' 
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CHAPBR II 
1'HE HOSPITAL Slm.'ING 
llitf SSr!tY ot the MI!!Aibs•e~~~ 
Me~or1t1 Bgap~t~ 
The Maasaohusetta M .. orial Hospitals is one of the 
l.a.rgeat and well-equippe4 medical and health centers 1D the 
Boaton area. Founded in 1855, it is now_ a grade ~ hospi\&1, 
approved b7 the ~erioan Hoapital Association, the American 
College ot SUrgeons and the ~erican Medical Aaaooiatton. 
It ia a voluntary hospital, supported b)' private endonenta, 
Community Jund, individual contribution! and income from 
patienta. The budget for 1950 ••• 12,741,176.00 and the 
hospital personnel tor the , .. , year numbered 1450.1 The 
hospital conaists of aeveral unite; the Evans Memorial tor 
research aa well as for private and ward patient care, the 
Talbot Memorial tor outpatient care, the Robinson and the 
Collamore Memorials tor ward and private bed care, the 
Hayne• Memorial tor inteotiou• diseases,· and the newly 
formed Medical Associates tor group practice aa well as for 
researeh aDd teaching. The hospital ia ~ultilling the 
aaJor tunction of a modern hospital, that is, care for the 
sick• prevention of diseases, teaehing and training of 
medieal personnel, and research tor the furtherance ot 
medical science. 
l Maasachusetta Memorial Hospitals, Annual Htport, 
1950. 
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The Maaaachuset ta Mgorial Hoapi tala is a general 
hospital. Medical serTices are provi4ed by fifteen separate 
medical and surgical staffs, representing all the ~or 
divisions of medicine and aost of the specialities. Besides 
internal medicine and general surgery, there are divisions 
of obstetrics and CJnecologJ, dermatology,genit~-infectious 
diseaaes, pediatrics, psychiatry aDd neurology, infectious 
diseases, orthopedics, otolaryngology, opt.hali'IOloo, 
urology, dental eurgery, radiology, anesthesiology, and 
pathology and iaunology. Thirty-five clinics are held 
regularly in the Out Patient Department. Hospital care is 
available primarily tor acute medieal, surgical and 
obstetrical conditions, the present accommodation beiac 
.available'tor three hundred and sixty adults and forty 
infants. The Ha7nes Department of Infectious Diseases baa 
1n addition a capacity of one hundred and twenty beds. 
Although the Maasachusetts Memorial Hospitals is to 
serve aainly the residents of Boston and Massachusetts, its 
service ia extended to patients from all over the Uni tecl 
States and foreign countries. Medical oare is given to 
patients without re~~rd to race, religion, or social and 
economic status. In 1950, 8177 patients received hospital 
care, 4612 patients attended. clinics at the Out Patient 
Department, and 4534 patients were treated in their homes 
by the Home Medical Service.2 
2 Ibid. 
Xb• BtmJ Mf4~•tl sarri•J ot tbJ 
Mta•aQbv•ttta »t~pr1tl §gep1\fls 
7 
The Home Medical Service of the Maaaachuaetta Memorial 
Hospitals ... started about 1875 when the hospital 
inaugurated a district program t~rovide medical care to 
the indigent sick living in the area around the hospital 
and the affiliated Boston University School of Medicine. 
The program was operated froa the Out Patient Department 
and was theD called the District Service. The annual re-
port of the hospital tor 1878 iD.dicatecl that 11'1 the previous 
yeaz 1,507 patients were treated at home and receive4 5.887 
v1a1ts.'3 
In luly, 1948, the Distriot Service waa reorganized 
as the Home Medical Service. A aeries or changes waa 
introduced in terms of its organization, facilities, equip-
ment and integration of the services of several departments 
of the hospital 8bd the Medical SChool. Since then more 
emphasis has been put on the educational aspect and greater 
stress has been placed on preventive medicine at the level 
of the indiTtal patient and hia fa.ily. The function of 
the Home Medical Service tod~ is twofold: to give direct 
service to the community and to teach the medical students 
to aee the patient in his natural environment so that they 
can learn to approach the patient as a whole person in 
relation to his social environment. 
The Home Medical Service serves an area about a square 
mile surrounding the hospital and the Wedical School, which 
includes moat of the South End of Boston and a portion of 
'3 Henry J. Bakst, "Social and Environmental Medicine: 
The Home Medica! Service,• the »2•\pn &ldigftl QM§rterl!, 
1:18, June, 1950. 
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Roxbury. The population is approximately 50,000, composed 
of a wide variety or racial groups. A large portion ot the 
population are receiving some tors of public assistance. 
The regular staff on the Home Medical Service consists 
of a director, two residents, a full-time social worker 
and a tull~-time nurse secret&rJ. EYery month a group ot 
from tour to six fourth year students trom the Medical 
Scbool is assigned to practice on the Service. Hor the 
past few years, two social work students from the Boston 
University School of Social Work have be~ assigned to the 
Ho•e Medieal Service tor field work pl.aceaent under the 
euperviaion of the social worker covering the Service. 
The Service baa access to laboratory and diagnostic 
facilities in the hospital. Consultation with other depart-
menta of the hospital is available when needed. The 
facilities of the Boston Health Department are utilized. 
tor the investigation of specific communicable diseases • 
Close cooperation is maintained with the Visiting ~ursing 
Association. A weekly psychiatric consultation ia held 
with the Department of Psychiatry in the hospital to help 
the medical students obtain some underetanding of the 
psychic and emotional components or illness. 
The Home Medical Senice cares for patients with both 
acute and chronic il:ness and covers all age groups. During 
1950, the total number of visits paid to patients was 1•,735. 
Medical care is provided at no charge to the patients, but 
since October, 1950, the Service is being reimbursed by 
the Department of Pv.blie Welfare for each visit. to ita 
recipients at the rate of t2.l2. The Home Medical Service 
is aided by a grant from the Commonwealth Fund. 
I 
I 
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The aurae aecre~r, receivea and screens calla troa 
illd1v1c1uala, aoc1al. agencies, or other hospitals. J:aergency 
caaea are referred directly to the hospital and ambuletor, 
patients are advised to report to the Out Patient D-.partment. 
The nurse secretary is also responsible tor aeintainina 
meclieal auppl1ea anc1 equipaent ad the filing of patient 
recorda. 'lben a new group of •edioel atudenta ie aaaigned 
to the Service, the nurse aecretar.y aeeta them to discuss 
with them the basic and practical procedure• in ho .. nursing. 
The medical atudenta, referred to aa externe, have a 
conference with a medical inatructor .very morning to 
review all the caaea they ... on the previous day. In the 
afternoon when they come back from home viaite to patients, 
they •eet the two reeidenta to check up the diagnosis and 
treat~ent pleD. lben necessary, the residents go with the 
extems to visit the patients. When a patient becowes 
ambulatory, be ie referred to an out patient clinic tor 
follow-up; when a patient nee4a hospitalization, he ia 
hoap1tal1&ed at either the Maaaachuaetta kemorial Hosp1talaor 
the Boston City Hospital. 
D• §AcJrN IAritr QP .ibJ 
Da•t Mlfical SeryiJJ 
The aoo1al worker participates in the teaching prograa 
aa well ae giving direct service to the patients referred 
to her ~ the externa. ~ery month when a new group of 
extems ia aasignec1 to the Home ilec:11cal. Service, the social 
worker holds an orientation conference with thea in order 
to help them understand the tunction or the medical aoeial 
worker, the significance ot team work, and the social 
10 
illplica\1on of illnea. The social worker al.ao participate• 
in the weekl7 Social Service Conference led by the Director 
of the Boae Medical Sen-ice allCl atteade4 by all tho extema, 
the social work students, and representatives of the 
Visiting luratna Aaaoc1at1on aDd other social aaenciea which 
I, 
are interested 1n the patients diacuaaed at the conference. 
Thia conference 1a devoted to reports and diacuaaiona of 
oases of individual patien•• who have been referred to the 
social worker. The d1aouaaion includes both medical and lr 
aoci&l problems of the patients anc1 uauall7 lead.s to il 
further steps in the medical. &.Del social plan for the patients. I 
The experience t.he social worker and t.he social work. stud.enta J 
bring to the conference often opens up some new Yista to 
tbe extema in relation to tbe illness of the patients. 
~ther teaching function which the social worker 
pertor.a is the supervision of two social work stUdents who 
are assigned to the Home Medical Service each year u baa 
been mentioned before. 
In the calendar year of 1951, the total. number of cases 
referred to the social worker wu ?.09. The eaaea vary fro• 
relatively simple a1,uations to more complex ones; eoae of 
the probleaa inYolved. are place•ent tor terminal care, 
obtaininc teaporary financial aaaiatance, evaluation of 
clinical atatua of patients at the request of public relief 
agencies, placement of children wboee parents needed 
hoap1~1~ation, development ot proper family adJustment in 
illneaa situations, and family relationships. marital 
relationahipa or personality adJustment. 
l 
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CHAPTER III 
DBS.CRIPTIOH OF 'tHl!: GROUP 
Ot \be seventeen patients studied, three were men and 
fourteen were woaen. The racial distribution waa ten 
white and seven legro patients. Their age range is shown 
111 Table I. 
Age 
liuaber 
TABLE I 
DISTRIBUTION BY AU OF THE SEVENTEEN 
PATIENTS STUDIED 
45-54 55-64 65-74 
1 l 5 4 
75-84 
6 
-The prevalence of chronic disease increases with 
age.•l jaong these seventeen patients studied, one 
patient was between the age of thirty-five and forty-tour 
(specific &ge thirty-five), one between forty-five and 
fifty-four (specific age fifty), five between fitty-tive 
and sixty-tour, four between sixty•tive aDd seventy-four, 
and/aix were over the age of seventy-five. There were 
no children or young adults 111 this group. 
l .Ernst P. Boas, The Upseep PlAGe: ,ghrgpic Diseue, 
P• 7 • 
12 
In this group of patients, the n1111ber of women wu 
aaout 4.7 times of that of men. This incidence may be 
partly explained by the fact that women have a longer life 
span than men and therefore have more chronic diseases. 
In the National Health Survey and in the Massachusetts 
study conducted in 1929, 1930, and 1931, it was also 
revealed that the incidence of diaabling chronic disease 
was higher among women than aaonc men.2 
TABJ..E 11 
SOURCE OF INCOME OJ' THE SEVENTEEN 
PATIENTS STUDIED 
Source of Income Male Faale 
Old Age Aaaiatanee 1 6 
General Relief 5 
Government Pension l 
Social Security Benefit• 
-
1 
On Resources l 2 
Total 3 ' 14 
Total 
7 
5 
1 
l 
3 
17 
1) 
Aa the Home Medical Service of the ~sachuaetts 
Memorial Hospitals serves a district composed mainly of 
low income groups, it is not aurprising that about 82 per 
cent of the patients included in this study were on aoae 
form of public aasiatance or other governaent subsidies 
and that only 18 per cent of the group· were self-supporting. 
Of the three self-supporting patients, one lived on the 
rentals of a rooming house which waa' a very inadequate 
income, one was supported by her husband, and the other 
one waa a wage earner who.became unemployed because of his 
illness, One patient receiving Old Age ~ssistance and one 
receiving General Relief had some pension and Social 
Security benefits respectively to supplement their income. 
Another patient on General R•lief received supplemental 
aid from the family society. 
Chronic disease is closely linked with poverty.3 On 
account of ita insidious and slow-progressing nature, 
chronic disease lacks the fearsome qualities of an acute 
emergency and consequently tends to be overlooked and 
neglected during ita early stages. This is particularly 
t:rue with the poor aa medical care is costly and frequently 
beyond their capacity. Neglected and uncared for, the 
disease develops unchecked to such an extent until it 
incapacitates the patient and m_, creete poverty for him-
self and his family. 
P• 14. 
14 
'!t--··· 
' 
-lla.rital Statue 
Single 
Married 
lid owed 
Separated 
Divorced 
Total 
,..., . 
¥ -··C-- '•-AL ___ ------ ~-· ~- , 0, ------~--
----·•·-·---·--- ·--,-----··-----·-·------ -------· ~--- -~ ' 
TABLE III 
MARITAL STATUS OF THE SEVENTEEN 
PATIENTS STUDIED 
Male Female 
1 
1 2 
-
ll 
-
l 
1 
14 
Total 
1 
3 
ll 
l 
1 
17 
15 
J.:.:..- ·- -------------
TA.BLE IV 
IAODE OF LIVING OF THE SXVBNTEEN 
PATIENTS STUDI.ED 
Mode of Living Male Female 
Alone 
\fith Family 
With RelatiTe 
Total 
1 
l 
1 
9 
2 
3 
14 
Total 
10 
3 
4 
17 
Aaong this group of patients, eleven were widowed, 
three were married, and the other three were either single 
or separated or divorced. Aa regards mode of living, ten 
out of the seventeen patients lived alone, three patients 
lived with huabancl or wife aDd children, and four liTed 
with married children or ether relatives. 
It ia significant that a Tery large number of the aged. 
chronically ill patients liTe by thezselvea. Lack of 
proper care is usually a graTe problem for them. 
or the seventeen patients included 1n this study, five 
alone had only one disease each; the other twelTe patients 
all presented a combination of illneaaea. Table V shows 
the illneaaea that occurred singularly or in combination. 
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INCIDENCE OF DISEASES OF THE SEVENTx-.i.N 
PATIENTS STUDIED 
Diseases 
Incidence 
Oceuring 
Singularly 
Heart Disease 
Diabetes 
Arteriosclerosis 
and Hypertension 
cancer and other 
Tumors 
Anemia and Mal-
nutrition 
Arthriti• 
Asthma 
Chronic Glaucoma 
and Blindness 
Peripheral Neuritis 
Hemiplegia 
Infectious Hepatitis 
Severe Angina 
Duodenal Ulcer 
Ulcer ot Leg 
Fractured Ribs and 
Hip 
total 
1 
2 
l 
.. 
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
5 
Incidence 
Oceuring in 
Combination 
8 
2 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
l. 
l 
1 
l 
Total 
9 
4 
., 
2 
2 
2 
2 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
37 
17 
-------------------------------------------------------
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Heart disease was the moat preYalent chronic. disease 
aaong this group ot patients. HiDe of the seventeen patients 
bad some forme of heart diseaeo. Heart disease 1a the 
leading oause ot death in this country today. Aa a oauae 
or disability it ranks third• preceded only by nervous 
and mental diseases and rheumatism.4 
Diabetes mellitus. arteriosclerosis and hypertension 
were next common chronic diseases among this group or 
patients. Four patients bad diabetes mellitus and tour 
had arteriosclerosis and/or hypertension. or the tour 
diabetic patients, two had bilateral amput•tiona and one 
had one leg amputated due to diabetic gangrene. 
Two patients had eancer, which ia the second killer 
of human lite in this country today. Another patient had 
a questionable tumort but the patient waa not followed at 
the Home Medical Service and the case was closed before the 
diaeaae showed fUrther developaent. 
three patients had pernicious anemia and avitaminosis; 
two of them had five different diseases. 
fhxticli #imitatiopl 
bbulatory, bed-chair t ud bed case are the general 
terms ••ployed by physicians in elaaaifyins .physical 
disability and in making medical recoamenda.tions tor the 
convalescent care of the patient. These terms are used 
here with qualifications. AD ambulatory patient is one 
who is able to walk around the house or up and down ataira 
-: ... .::.-··"."'-~- ·-. ..:. -:.-.-.~~::: ':.. 
,, 
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either in4ependently or with the assistance of crutches or 
a cane. A bed-chair patient is a-le to sit up in a chair 
tor several hours a day or even to move around in the rooa, 
but he ia confined to the room all day. A bed patient 
needs complete bed rest and nursing care. Table VI sbowa 
the physical disability of the patients included in this 
study. 
T.ABIJ£ VI 
PHYSICAL LlMITATIOJS OF THE GROUP 
Physical Limitations 
Ambulatory 
Bed and Chair 
Bed-Rest 
Total 
Patients 
8 
4 
5 
17 
Among these patients included in this study, five were 
completely bed-ridden, four were bed-chair patients, and 
eight were ubulatory. As some oases covered a considerable 
length of time. the degree of disability of some patients 
changed according to the progress or regression of their 
medioal conditions. One bed-rest patient became ambulatory 
after one month's bed rest. One patient, who had been 
confined to her room for three years, became ambulatory 
several months after the social worker first saw her. A 
19 
few ambulatory patients beeaae bed-ridden following the 
exacerbation or reourrence of their illneaa. Four patients 
died during the period covered by thia study. 
L.Jngth ot Xim• the latl.entt 111:1 KnPP 
l9 ihl IP•!tl 8trr19t R!Partmen~ 
T.ABLE nx 
LENGTH OF TIME THR PATIEBTS IER:I Kl«>\11 
TO THE SOCIAL SIRVICE DEPARTMENT 
Length of Time Patients 
------·-----------------·------- '· 
Less than One Month 
From One to Three Months 
From Three to Slx iaontha 
From Six to line li.ontha 
From Nine to Twelve Months 
Over One Year (Leas than Fifteen Months) 
Total 
2 
5 
5 
3 
2 
17 
The length of time the patients were known to the 
Social Service Department varied from sixteen days to 
fourteen months. Two oaaea covered a period of time leas 
than one month; two other c&ael covered a period over a 
year; and thirteen cases covered a perio4 between one to 
nine months. 
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This chapter provides descriptive data regarding the 
patients included in this study. The group included both 
white and Negro patients and aore woaen than aea. Ace• 
ranged from thirty-five to eighty-four; over half of the 
group was above sixty-five years old. Economically this 
was a dependent group, as fourteen out of the seventeen 
patients lived on public assistance, other governmental 
aubaidies or private relief, aDd the three self-supporting 
patients bad inadequate incomes. As regards their marital 
status and ~de of living, only three patients were 
married and liTed with their spouses, the others were widowed, 
separated, divorced or single, and mostly lived alone 1n 
substandard rooming houses or apartments. 
The ~st prevalent chronic diseases among the group 
were, according to their order: 1) heart disease, 2) 
diabetes aellitus, arteriosclerosis and hypertension, 3) 
cancer and malnutrition, 4) arthritis, asthma, diseases of 
the eye, and neuritis. FiTe patients were completely 
bed-ridden, four were confined to their rooms, and eight 
were ambulatory. 
The length of time the patients were known to the 
Social Service Department waa from sixteen days to fourteen 
months. 
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ANALYSIS OF THE SOCIAL .aiD JWOTIOMAL 
PRO:BLDS OJ THJ: GROUP 
!he social and emotional problema of these aeTenteen 
patients which arose from their illness situations were 
multiple and Taried. In this ehapter, all the probleaa 
reYealed b.7 the patients will be reTiewed and analyzed, and 
a study will be made io see wbat p~oble .. and how many of 
th .. haTe been aet. by the meclieal eoeial worker. llt11 
analysis will also be macle of the types of senicea offered. 
and~. the eommunity resources utilized by the medieal aocial 
worker in helping these patients to meet their needs. 
Except tor one patient who was referred to the social 
worker directly by her daughter tor plana tor care, all the 
other sixteen patients were referred by the externs. The 
problema at referral fell into fiTe categories: plans for 
care, financial problema, medical appliances, housing aDd 
eaotional support. Nine patients had problema of care, 
four patients had financial problema, two patients needed 
medical appliances, one patient he4 a housing problem, and 
one patient needed emotional support. The patient who 
needed emotional support had been confined to her roo• tor 
three years beoauae she had rheumatoid arthritis, but the 
physician thought she waa physioally fit to go out ao he 
referred her to the social worker for aupport and encourage-
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ment to take walks out-of-doors. This ease was an emotional 
one. ~ the other tour categories ._, be classified as 
social problema. Table VIII ahowa the various problema ot 
the patients at the time or referral. 
TABLE VIII 
PROBLEMS OF PATIENTS I..T TIME OF REFERRAL 
'l'O SOCIAL SERVICE 
Problema 
Plana tor care 
Nursina Home O&re 
Plan tor Discharge 
Plan tor Terminal care 
Social Evaluation 
Financial Problema 
Help with Budget Planning 
Help to Apply tor Public 
Assistance 
Help to Apply for Temporary 
Patient a 
., 
2 
l 
., 
1 
l 
Financial Assistance l 
Other Financial Problema l 
Meed for ~edical Appliances 
Artificial Limb 
New Dentures 
Housing Problem 
Emotional SUpport 
Total 
1 
1 
1 
1 
11 
Total 
9 
4 
2 
1 
1 
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Mdition,Y. Problpe .Atter Heferr.Y, 
The preceding table showe the original probleas at 
referral. They were the probleas of the patients ae seen 
by the physicians. After they were referred to the social 
worker, fourteen patients disclosed additional problema, 
some arising from new medical developments and others being 
problema whiob the patients did not reveal to the physici&Ra. 
Table IX shows these additional problema. 
TABLB IX 
ADDITIONAL PROBLEkS OF THE PATIENTS 
AS SEEN BY THE SOCIAL WORKER 
Problema Jo. of Oocurrenoe 
Lack of Adequate Care 
Meed for Financial Aasistance 
Difficulty in Jamily and Social Relationships 
Meed for Better Living Arransementa 
Need for Medical Appliances and Sppliea 
Problema Related to Hospitalization and 
Follow-Up at Clinics 
Beed for Emotional Support 
2 
6 
8 
5 
2 
10 
8 
---------------------------------------------------------
Total 41 
---------------------------------------------------------
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Forty-one problema of various categories, in addition 
to the original problema at referral, were revealed to the 
medical social worker by these patients. This means that 
the patients often bad more than one problem. In tact, 
only one patient showed no other problem besides that of 
referral. The other sixteen patients had several problems, 
many of which were inter-related. 
Two new categories of problems were disclosed here. 
They were those connected with hospitalization and follow-
up at clinics and those related to family and social 
relationships. The need for better living arrangements 
can be combined with housing needs to fora one category. 
Comparing Table VIII with Table IX, we find that the 
number of patients who needed plana tor care increased 
from nine to eleven, of those who needed financial aid 
increased from tour to ten, and of those in need of medical 
appliances from two to tour, better housing from one to 
aiz, and emotional support from one to nine. 
It is understandable that more problems would be 
disclosed to the medical social worker. Patients often 
find it easier to talk to the social worker about their 
proble•s because of the caa .. ork relationship with the 
worker. Another reason was the time factor. The length 
of time the social worker carried on these cases varied from 
sixteen days to fourteen months. As time went on and as 
the illness of the patients progressed, additional problems 
arose from the newly developed medical situations. 
Jg?tional Prob+M• qt the Groyp 
From the above two sections, it was shown that some 
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patients needed emotional support to accept the medical 
plan. This generally meant that the patients had some 
emotional problems which had a negative effect upon their 
medical conditions. il close study of the conversations 
and behavior of the patients revealed that in moat 
situations there were various kinds and degrees of emotional 
undercurrents. The emotional and the social problema were 
interwoven and cannot be segregated. 
Only four patients among the group failed to show any 
negative feelings or emotional reactions. A diabetic 
patient with bilateral amputation adjusted well to her 
condition and was even optimistic and cheerfUl in her out-
look. She was a married woman living with her husband in 
a comfortable home. Two other patients adJusted well to 
their situations; one was also a diabetic, bilateral 
amputee, receiving public assistence and living with a son 
and a granddaughter; the other was an aged widow, living 
alone who was receiving Old Age Assistance. Both were 
independent personalities with considerable ego strength. 
Another patient had only one interview with the social 
worker and tailed to manifest any emotional reaction. 
The remaining thirteen patients all disclosed various 
negative feelings. Fears of death, of hospitalization, of 
surgery, or of other things were fairly con:.mon. Anxiety 
over one's own physical condition, over the medical treat-
ment plan, or over financial situations existed among most 
patients. Some patients showed symptoms of regression, 
being over-demanding, irritable, aggressive, or narcissistic; 
while others had feelings of rebellion against their 
dependency and helplessness. Most patients verbalized 
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feelings ot loneliness and depression. A tew manifested 
aoae guilt feelings and regarded their illness aa punisb-
•ent tor unconscious guilt. 
TABLE X 
TOTAL PROBLEMS OJ' TD SEVENTDI PATIENTS 
Probleaa No.of Proble•s No.ot Probleas at Referral atter Referral 
Laelt ot .Adequate Care 9 2 
Need of J'inanei~ 4 6 
Assistance 
Probleaa Related to 10 
Hospitalization and 
Follow-Up at Clinics 
Reed tor Emotional 1 8 
Support 
Difficulty in Family 
and Social Relation-
ships 8 
Need tor Better Housing 
and Living Arrangeaents 1 5 
Heed tor Medieal 
Appliances and 
&applies 2 2 
Total 17 41 
Total 
11 
10 
10 
9 
8 
6 
4 
58 
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The total number of problema revealed by the patients 
was fifty-eight. They tell into seven categories. Most 
ot them were inter-related. Jor example, one patient had 
need tor adequate care aDd her problem was related to her 
financial problem. When the financial problem was solved, 
her problem or care waa also solved. Another patient had 
problems 1n living arrangements which resulted froa 
difficulties in her relationship with her daughter with 
whom abe was living. When a problem presented various 
taeets, all ot them were counted as separate problema in 
Table 1:. 
As baa been mentioned in the preceding section, moat 
patients had emotional probleaa of various kinds related 
to their social probleaa. The nine patients who are listed 
in Table X as needing eaotional support had auch serious 
problema that they needed considerable supportive case-
work help. 
Anftlx•ll pf §eryioeJ Offtrtd bY 
the K~!911 §ooi_. lprker 
lhat types of services did the medical social worker 
otter to help the patients solve their problema? What 
comm~nity resources did she utilize in helping the patients 
meet their needs? In what areas was she successfUl and in 
what areas was she less able to help? lhat were aoae or the 
reasons tor her failure to meet adequately some of the 
patients' needs? These are the questions raised in this 
section. 
f.able XI on page 31 shows to what extent the patients' 
28 
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needs were met through the help of the social worker. A 
problea waa considered adequately aolTed when the solution 
waa satisfactory to the patient and was in keeping with 
his or her medical need. A problea waa considered partiall7 
solved when ita solution waa aot entirely satisfactory to 
the patient but was in accordance with the medical plan 
for the patient or when ita solution •et only part of hie 
or her aedioal need. A proble• was not met when no solution 
was worked out. 
Of the fifty-eight probleaa revealed by the patients, 
forty were adequately met, seven were partially met, and 
eleven were not met to any degree. 
The areaa in which the medical social worker waa aoat 
able to help were need for eaotional support and difficult7 
in family and social relationships. The areas in which 
the medical aooial worker encountered difficulties were in 
financial problema and plana tor adequate care for the 
patients. The chief difficulties abe encountered were 
opposition of the patients, opposition of the family, and 
laek of co.-unity -.sources. 
Opposition of patients or family were largely due to 
emotional or psychological reasons. Most patients in the 
group were aged people who reaiated change. One patient 
refused to aove from her unhealthy substandard apartment 
beeauee abe had stayed there for over twenty years. 
Another patient needed to moTe to a lower floor because of 
her heart condition, but abe resisted the medical plan for 
the same reason. Moat patients resisted nursing home care 
though they were badly in need of some one to take care of 
them. Opposition to hospitalization was mostly due to 
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fear of death or surgery. 
Lack of resources was another difficulty in meeting 
the patients• needs. The chief source utilized for 
providing care tor the patients was nursing home care, but 
most patients did not welcome such care. Of the eleven 
patients who needed adequate care, only five were able to 
accept nursing homes, and one of the five finally left the 
home where he had been placed for some time. 
Financial aid and the service of the visiting nurse 
were the other sources utilized in meeting the patients' 
need for care. Financial assistance obtained from the 
Department of Public Welfare enabled the daughter of one 
patient to stay at home to care for her and solved her 
problem adequately. Small financial assistance waa offered 
to some patients to enable them to hire neighbors to run 
errands for them and thus solved their problems partially. 
The service of the visiting nurse was successfully utilized. 
Such service, however, met the patients' problem only 
partially when the living arrangement of the patient was 
itself moat unsatisfactory. 
Public assistance was the chief resource utilized to 
meet the patients' financial needs. Jour patients had 
their needs met adequately b,y public assistance. Six 
patients did not have their needs fully met because either 
they were not ellpble or the ptlblic relief agencies 
thought that they had adequate ineoaes. 
Table XII on page 32 shows the reasons for which the 
social worker failed to help the patients meet their needs 
adequately. 
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ANALYSIS' OF DBGRIE TO WHICH PATIENTS' 
J?ROBl.BMS WERE MET 
Lack or Care 
FiDaDeial 
Problema 
Problema Related 
to Hospitalization 
and Jollow-Up at 
Clinic a 
Difficulty in 
7amily and Social 
Relationships 
Need for Jmotional 
Sllpport 
Housing Problem 
and Livina 
Arrangements 
Heed for Medical 
Appliances and 
&lppliea 
Total 
Probl ... 
Adequately 
Met 
5 
4 
7 
.8 
9 
4 
40 
Problems 
Partially 
Met 
5 
2 
-
-
7 
ProbleJDa Total 
Not. Met. 
l 11 
4 10 
10 
-
8 
-
9 
6 
l 4 
11 58 
31 
TABJ.J& .III 
ANALYSIS OF REASOHS FOR lNADEQ.U.AT:B 
SOLUTION OF PROBLEMS 
-Opposition Opposition Lack of Total 
Problema of Patients of Jamily Resources 
Lack of Care 4 2 .... 6 
Financial Problema 6 6 
Problema Related to 3 
-
3 
Hospit~lization and 
Follow-Up at Clinics 
Housing Problem and 2 
-Living Arrangements 
Need tor Medical 1 1 
App~iancea and. 
SUpplies 
Total 10 2 6 18 
32 
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TABLE XIII 
ANALYSIS OF SERVICES OFFERED BY THE SOCIAL 
WORKER TO .MIQ.'T PATIENTS' PBO.Bl,EiiS 
Probleaa No. of J'roblems 
Lack ot Care 11 
:rtnancial 10 
Problea 
Probleae Relat- 10 
ed to Hospital-
ization 
Neecl tor 9 
Emotional 
Support 
Difficult)' in 8 
Jamily and 
Social Re1a-
tionshipe 
Housing and 6 
Living Arrange-
menta 
Need tor 4 
Medical 
Appliances 
Total 58 
T)pes of Services 
Interpre- Supportive Environmental 
tation Casework Manipulation 
10 
10 
-
8 
6 
42 
~---···--- ·--· --~------- "--· ·-· -~· --·---
8 9 
6 
7 4 
9 
-
8 
-
4 
-
'32 26 
Table XIII on page 33 ahowa the types of services 
offered by the aedical social worker to help the patients 
meet their needs. !hey were interpretation, supportive 
casework and enTironmental manipulation. 
Interpretation was needed in most cases. Interpreta-
tion of the patients• needs w .. frequently made to the 
public relief agencies, family, landladies, or other agencies 
involved in order to obtain their cooperation in helping 
the patients. Sometimes it was necessary to clarify with 
the patients some contusions they had regarding their medical 
treatment or other problema that worried them. In many 
cases it was necessary to interpret to the physicians the 
social problems and feelings of the patients. In planning 
for the care of patients, the physician usually recommended 
nursing home care without considering their feelings, and 
the social worker had to interpret for these patients when 
such plana were not acceptable to the•• 
Supportive casework helped many patients accept the 
medical plan, smooth their relationship with their family 
or landladies, or fUnction better wihin their physical 
limitations. O~e patient was badly in need of care but abe 
resisted nursing home care which was the only facility 
available for her. Through the sustaining casework relation-
ship with the social worker, the patient finally was able 
to accept the plan and had her need met. 
ManipulatiTe service was an important service in 
solving social problems and removing external pressures. 
Other agencies were often involTed and on account of lack 
ot community resources, the social worker sometimes 
encountered difficulties in this area. Other environmental 
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services consisted of arranging for appointments at clinics, 
arranging tor transportation, contacting relatives for 
patients, giving collateral information, etc. Such services 
foraed an important and necessary part of the social worker's 
Job and had great significance for the patients. 
In meeting the needs of the patients, the social worker 
worked in collaboration with various agencies. Table XIV 
lists all the agencies involved• 
TAllLE .liV 
OTHER .AGENCIES INVOLVED II HELPING THE 
PATIENTS MEET THlUR MEEDS 
.Agencies Cases 
--
Other Hospi tala. 
' Visiting Nursing Aeaociation 5 
Department of Public Welfare 14 
Other Public Agencies 4 
Boston Housing ~thority l 
Division of Vocational 
Rehabilitation l 
Social Security Administration 
Office l 
American Red Cross l 
Boston Provident Association l 
Family Society of Great Boston l 
Other Pr1Ta.te Agencies 4 
Total 32 
. ····-··-··· 
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CHAPTER V 
CASE STUDIBS 
In the preceding chapter, the social and emotional 
problems or these seventeen patients were analyzed and the 
aervices which the medical social worker offered to help 
them solve the problems were briefly discussed. In this 
chapter some individ~al cases will be presented to 
illustrate the nature ot the problema and how they were met. 
jjJJ shown 1n table X on page 27, the problems of the 
group tell into seven categories. they were: l) lack or 
adequate care, 2) need tor financial assistance, 3) problema 
related to hospitalization and follow-up at clinics, 4) need 
tor emotional support, 5) difficulty in family and social 
relationships, 6) need for better housing and better living 
arrangements, and 7) need for medical appliances and 
supplies. 
Eleven patients lacked adequate care. Row they were 
helped to solve their problema was mentioned in the previoua 
chapter. Here are two eases in which the patients all 
lacked care, but they presented two different situations. 
In the first case, the patient had a daughter who was 
willing to oare tor her at home but who had a financial 
problem to solve before she could take the reaponsibilit7. 
la the second case, the patient realized that she needed 
nursing home care and was able to do some planning but she 
. I! 
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needed help to carry out her plan. 
CUe 1 
Patient was a sixty-two year old, colored 
widow with diabetes and arterioaclero,ic heart 
disease. She had ulcer ot the leg and ... 
completely bed-ridden. She waa on Beneral 
Relief and lived with a daughter who worked 
aa a housemaid. The daughter who had previous 
contact with the social worker requested the 
social worker to help her .ate plana tor the 
eare or the patient since she had to go to 
work. 
The patient had no other sources ot 
income or other relative who could take care 
ot her. While exploring with the daughter 
possible plana tor the patient, the social 
worker found that the daughter would be willing 
to give up her work in order to stay at hoae 
to oare tor the patient, it her financial need 
could be met through other means. As this 
seemed to be the best plan tor the patient, 
the social worker helped the daughter to apply 
tor General Relief. The daughter's applica-
tion tor this aid was granted, and ahe gave 
up her work to care tor the patient. The 
arrangement proved aatiatactory to both the 
patient and the daughter. 
Realizing that it was a heavy responsibility 
tor the daughter to oare tor the patient, the 
social worker continued her supportive visits 
to the family. The patient was hospitalized 
twice and had one leg aaputated. Further 
tinaneial problems arose aa the patient needed 
special medication and surgical dressings. 
Bttorts were made to secure aid from the Depart-
ment ot Public Welfare to no avail. Special 
fUnds in the hospital were finally utilized to 
meet the patient's needs. 
In this case the problem of eare tor the patient was 
related to financial need. The patient's daughter waa able 
- ~-- .. - ~ !l .. 
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and willing to care f9r her b\lt abe had to work to support 
herself. Nursing home care for the patient was not 
considered since the patient had no funds to meet the coat 
and turther.ore abe did not want it. After exploring with 
the daughter all the possible plana for the patient, the 
best plan seemed to be for the former to stay at home to 
care for her mother. The serY1cea offered by the social 
worker helped to solve the patient's problem to the 
satisfaction of both the patient and her daughter and in 
keeping with the patient's medical need. 
The patient had other financial problema arising from 
her illness. These needs were met by utilization of 
special tunda in the hospital. 
Planning tor this patient was made mainly with the 
daughter. Supportive casework was offered to the daughter 
to reinforce her strength in caring for the patient. 
Caae 2 
Patient was an eighty year old widow 
ot Syrian origin living alone on Old Age 
Assistance. Her medioal diagnoses were severe 
angina and hypertensive arterioaclerotio 
heart disease. She was unable to care for 
herself and asked the physician to find a 
nnrsing home tor her. 
The patient could not speak English 
freely, so a friend of hers acted as inter-
preter during the social worker's initial 
visit. However, after a few interviews the 
social worker and the patient were able to 
understand each other without the interpreter. 
The social worker found out the kind 
ot nursing home the patient would go to and 
recommended two homes for her to choose from. 
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The patient aeleoted one home which she had 
Tisited and liked. She went there and settled 
down. 
In helping tbe patient to plan for 
nursing home care, the social worker had to 
interpret the patient's need to a friend of 
hera and also to her priest. Both doubted 
that the patient could settle down in any 
nursing home and thought that a home for 
Syrian people would be more suitable for her. 
The social worker felt that the patient could 
decide for herself aDd invited her to 
participate 1n all the planning and to lll&ke 
all the decisions herself. 
This patient was the only one among the group who asked 
for a nursing home. She showed oonsiderAble ego strength 
in making plana for herself aad she participated actiTely 
in all the planning. The serYice abe needed from the 
social worker was in making practical arrangements to carry 
out her plan. Such service was offered her by the social 
worker and met her needs adequately. 
Interpretation of the patient's nee4s to her friend 
and priest was necessary because their understanding and 
cooperation were required in helping the patient to carry 
out her plan. 
Ten patients had need for financial assistance. Some 
needed some extra money to meet their medical needs, such 
as special diet, special medication, or medical appliances. 
One patient's difficulty was due to his lack of budget 
planning; another had difficulty because her Social Security 
check had been stolen. In the case presented below, the 
patient's illness created tor his family a graTe financial 
problem which was adequately met by the medical social 
worker. 
Case) 
P-atient was a thirty-five year old, 
white wage earner. Hie diagnosis waa acute 
infectious hepatitis and be was hospitalized 
from the Home Medical SerTice. 
As the patient would need considerable 
period of hospitalization and conT&leacent 
care, he was in need of financial aid to 
support his family, which consisted of a 
wife and three young children. He was 
referred to the Social Service Department 
· tor help. 
lhen the social worker visited the home 
ot the patient, abe found the wife unaware 
ot the patient's condition. The social 
worker interpreted to her the implications 
ot the patient's illness and helped her to 
explore possibilities of sources of income 
dUring her husband's non-remunerative 
recuperative period. As the family had no 
other source of income, the availability 
of General Relief and Aid to Dependent 
Children was explained to her. The wife 
showed some reluctance in applying for 
public assistance since the family had never 
been on relief before. The social worker 
accepted her feelings bu.t pointed out the 
reality .situation to her. She also 
arranged tor a housekeeper to take care of 
the children tor one 481 so that the wife 
could go to the relief agency to make the 
application. The wife was finally able to 
accept the plan and received ~d to 
Dependent Children. 
The social worker continued her supportive 
visits to the fa.ily. The wife managed well 
with the .. assistance she receiTed. and the 
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husband iaproTed aa anticipated. Three months 
atter the onset ot his illness, be recovered 
and went 'back to work. 
This patient had a serious financial problea. His 
family needed teaporary help tor maintenance during the 
period ot his illness. In addition, anxiety and worry over 
the situation he could haTe aight complicate his illness. 
Timely assistance aolTed not only the problea of the 
patient and his faaily but also the problem tor the community. 
~or an independent personality with selt-respect, it 
ia frequently difficult to aoeept help, especially 
financial help, troa other people. This oase was handled 
skillfully and the aid the faaily received was used in a 
healthy way. 
Case 4. 
Patient was blind and had lett heaiplegia. 
She waa seventy-aeTen years old and lived alone. 
She coaplained to the physician about financial 
ditficulties saying that abe used to receive 
Aid to the Blind but it had been discontinued 
lately. 
The patient lived in a substandard house. 
According to her story, her aid was discon-
tinued because the authorities thought that 
she bad some source ot income. Actually abe 
only owned the house which abe inhabited, and 
the rental she received trom some rooaa in 
the house was very inadequate. 
Contact was made with Aid to the Blind. 
Interpretation or the patient's medical 
condition and need was given to that agency. 
The patient's eligibility was re-established 
and she was informed to make re-application. 
The discontinuation or the patient's aid waa partly due 
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to the fact that she was reluctant to give information and 
was so inconsistent in her conversations that the relief 
agency believed she had other sources of income. Inter-
pretation from the medical social worker gave that agency 
a better understanding of the patient and helped to re-
establish her eligibility. 
J. lrgbltls Blillt4 ~~ H2a»itllizatiQD 
~na lg~low-UR at Q•initl 
lhile the patients were under the care of the Home 
Medical Service, six needed hoapi~alization and four had to 
come to different clinics for medical evaluation or follow-
up. One patient had three hospitalizations and two other 
patients had two each. When the problem of hospitalization 
or attending clinics arose, it waa generally neceas&FJ for 
the social worker to make all the practical arrangements 
for the patients. Transportation usually had to be provided 
through the service of Red Croaa or by the Social Service 
Department. In some eases the social worker had to 
accompany the patients to the hospital or alinic. During 
the patients• hospitalization it was sometimes necessary 
for the social worker to arrange with Old Age Assistance 
or the landlady to retain the patient's room for him. 
lith some patients, supportive casework was needed in 
helping them accept hospitalization or attend clinics. The 
patient mentioned in Oaae l under the section, ~ac5 it 
Adfguate, Qara, page 37, had resistance to hospitalization 
because of fear of surgery. One patient with rheumatoid 
arthritis and another with a question of tumor had to come 
to the clinics for evaluation, but their fear and anxiety 
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prevented them from following the medical recommendation. 
In some oases, practical limited service such aa 
arranging transportation tor thea helped the pat1eota accept 
the plan. Accompanying the patients to the cl1ni cs waa also 
a great support. 
Ho case illustration will be given here, as this 
problem ean be seen in several eases mentioned under other 
problems in this chapter. 
line patients had need for emotional support to accept 
the medieal plans or to face the various problema arisina 
from their illness. The following case will be illustra-
tive. 
Oaae 5 
This patient was a sixty-six year old 
widow with arteriosclerosis, heart disease, 
diabetes mellitus, peripheral neuritis and 
arthritis. She lived alone and was bed-
ridden. The physician found that she had 
no one to take care of her and reco•endecl 
nursing home care. 
The patient showed a great deal of 
anxiety when the social worker paid her 
initial visit. She introduced the subject 
of nursing home care and told the soeial 
worker that she did not want to be put in 
•those homes• or to be moved away from her 
room. She wanted to know what the social 
worker had to say to her. 
During the interview the patient 
apologized about the condition of her roo•. 
lhen talking about her relatives, she aaid 
that she would be ashamed to have them 
visit her in her condition. 
'~- .. ~·. --·-- --·-·---
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A working relationship was established 
with the patient. During subsequent inter-
views, the patient talked .uch about having 
terrible dreams which she described vividly 
to the social worker. She also expressed 
her fear of dying from her coughing spells 
whioh abe frequently had. 
The patient could not even get up for 
her meals and had to depend upon her neigh-
bors. Once the physician found her without 
any meal for two days. However, she still 
rejected nursing home eare. 
The social worker Dade regular suppor-
tive visits to the patient, offering her 
practical services, clarifying some of her 
confusions regarding the medical plan for 
her, and helping her verbalize her ambival-
ent feelings. After several weeks, the 
patient accepted the •edieal recommendation 
and was placed in a nursing home where abe 
waa thought to be able to get the best oare 
possible for her. 
One important function of the medical social worker 
is to help the patient implement the medical recommendations. 
In this case, the patient could not accept the medical 
recommendations because of emotional reasons and the social 
worker's service proved helpful. From the remarks which 
the patient made about the condition of her room and about 
her relatives, we could sense the resentment and rebellion 
which she felt toward her illness and the feeling of 
desperation and helplessness accompanying it. To a patient 
who felt rebellioas toward her illnesa, the medical 
recommendation would carry with it implication of authorit7 
and atir up feelings or resentment. This was probably oDe 
ot the reasons wb7 this patient found it so hard to accept 
a plan which aeemed best for her. 
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The service offered to this patient by the social 
worker was mainly supportive. It was largely through the 
sustaining casework relationship that the patient was able 
t~ accept the reality and make the necessary adjustment 
to it. 
5. pittiCMltx fn za~i•x ana 
§oli.. Ra1stipgabiR• 
E1ght patients had aoae problems with their families, 
relatives or landladies. Moat situations arose fro• the 
patients• need for care. One landlady complained to the 
physician that a patient who was her teaant was too great 
a burden to her that she requested nursing home for the 
patient. ~other l8Jld.lad.y refUsed to take a patient. baek 
after hia discharge from the hospital. One patient wanted 
to live with a daaghter who was unwilling and unable to 
take care of her. Three patients had. a d~ghter, a husband 
or a sister who were devoted to them and willing to care 
tor them. yet there was ambivalent feeling and difficulty 
1n their relationships. One patient wanted a relative to 
take care of her, but the relative never answered her 
letter. Another patient had friction with a son and a teen-
aged granddaughter with whoa she was living. 
In such situations the social worker generally took a 
supportive role. On one hand. abe tried to help the fuily 
or landlady develop some understanding of and sympathy with 
the patients, and on the other hand she tried to help the 
patients increaae their ego strength to achieve more 
realiatie and satisfying relationships with other people. 
Below is a case showing this problem and the help 
"' 
offered by the social worker. 
Case 6 
This waa a colored widow sixty-four 
years old with dupden&l ulcer and hypertension. 
After discharge from the hospital, she went to 
live with a daughter. The daughter had three 
Children and only three roo••· She complained. 
that she could not keep the patient because of 
over-crowding living conditions, because she 
was not a nurse, an4 because she had three 
young children to take care ot. Nursing ho•• 
oare was recolllllendecl to the patient but was 
reJ ectecl by her. 
~ter a few interviews with the social 
worker, who tried to siTe support to both the 
daughter and the patient, the patient went 
baok to her own apartment. During the six 
months when the social worker continued to 
see the patient, the patient had a number of 
clinic appointments and two hospitalizations, 
The social worker showed her interest in the 
patient through concrete services such aa 
giving her taxi slips tor transportation, 
accompanying her to clinics, and the like. 
After her second hospitalization, the condition 
of the patient was such that_she could not 
possibly care tor herself. The daughter'• 
attitude toward the patient had become warmer 
and aore sympathetic, but her circumstances 
-.de it difficult tor her to take the patient 
under her eare. The problem was solved when 
another daughter, who lived in another oity, 
offered her home to the patient. 
6. Need tor Better Housing ABd 
LiViD& .IEDABIPI!!U 
Six patients had problems connected with housing or 
living arrangements. Except tor two patient• who refused 
to move from their inadequate lodgings for emotional 
--· . -· ·- - -
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reaaona, all the others bad their problema sa\1stactor117 
aolTed. Here ia a case which ... satisfactorily aolTed. 
0Ue7 
Thia diabetic patient bad bilateral 
•putation becau.ae of aanarenea. She ha4 
applied for an apartment in a housing proJect 
but her application had not been granted. 
With the help or the social worker, who 
informed the housing authorities of the 
patient •a pb7aioal oonclit1ona and needs, tbe 
patient waa able to aoYe into an apartment 
that was sore au1 tecl to her medical needs. 
The patient also bad financial problema 
which arose froa her illneaa. She liTed on 
aome pension auppl .. ente4 by Old .Ase Aaa1a\anoe, 
l:ILt t abe needed extra 808Jf1 to ~ for inaulin 
ayrincea, needles and the like. Her needa 
were aet ~ the public assistance agencJ 
through the help of the social worker. 
Four patients needed aedioal appliances and auppliea. 
One of them needed new dentures but hesitated to come to 
the clinic tor eYaluation. Before her p~obl~ waa aolTed, 
abe waa hospitalized at another hospital and her caae was 
transferred. The other three patients all had their needs 
met. 
Oue8 
Patient was a fifty-tiTe year old 
married woman wbo had both lege amputated 
beeauae of diabetic gangrene. She was 
referred to the social worker because 
abe needed help in obtaining a proathea1a. 
In helping the patient to obtain the 
prothes1e, the social worker eor1terred with 
tbe DiYia1on ot Vocational Rehabilitation 
and the ~ State Society tor the Crippled 
and Handicapped before she referred the 
patient to the Amputee Clinic at the 
Maasaohuaetts General Hospital where the 
patient aecure4 what she nee4ed.. 
The tamil7 was self-supporting but waa 
unable to meet the coat ot tbe prosthea1e. 
Tbia neecS wu aet bJ the .Be7 State Society 
tor the. Crippled an4 H&Ddicapped. 
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8HAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AID CONCLUSIONS 
Thia thesis ia a study of seventeen chronically ill 
patients reoe1t1og care from the Home Medical Service of 
" 
the Massachusetts Mamorial Hospitals during November, 1949 
to November, 1951. 
1n thia st•dy ~ere: 
The questiou whieh the writer raised 
1) Who were the patients with chronic 
disease? 2) What were the pr.eTal.ent ehronie diseases uong 
this group of patients? 3) What were some of the social 
and eaotional needs of the patients that arose froa their 
chronic illneaaf 4) How were these needs met by the 
medical social worker? and 5) What was the role of the 
medical social worker in working with this group of patients? 
As this study was limited to a small number of 
chronically ill patients, the conclusions drawn from this 
study can be applied only to this group. 
This group included both white and Negro patients with 
1, the percentage for the white a little higher. It was com-
posed largely of aged females and recipients of public 
assistance. The majority of the group were widows and lived 
alone with few family ties or friendly bonds. 
The moat prevalent chronic disease among this group waa 
heart disease, nine patients out of the seventeen having 
some forms of cardiac illneaa. After heart disease came, 
according to their incidence, 1) diabetes mellitus, arterio-
sclerosis and hypertension, 2) cancer and malnutrition, and 
J) arthritis, asthma, diaeaaea of the eye and neuritis. 
As to the degree of physical disability oauaed by the 
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chronic illnesses, five patients were completely bed-ridden. 
four were confined to their rooms spending the day partly 
in bed and partly in the chair; and eight were ambulatory. 
Four patients succumbed to their illnesses during the 
casework contact. 
This group of patients had various social and emotional 
problema which arose from their illness situations and 
complicated their medical problems. Their problema may be 
roughly classified into seven groups: l) lack of adequate 
care, 2) need of financial assistance, 3) problems related 
to hospitalization and follow-up at clinics, 4) need for 
emotional support, 5) difficulty in family and social 
relationships, 6) need for better housing and better living 
arrangements, and 7) need for medical appliances and 
supplies. 
The emotional problema reTealed by the~eo:patients.were 
~ 
closely related to their social problems. In most situations 
there were various kinds and degrees or emotional under-
currents. Wost patients disclosed emotional disturbances 
which could be harmful to their recuperation. Fe&rs of 
death, hospitalization or surgery, and feelings of loneli-
ness and despair were common. Anxiety over various 
problema, particula.rly ove~ financial conditions, exist,ed 
among moat patients. Some patients showed a considerable 
amount of regression and were demanding, irritable, 
complaining or narcissistic. A few patients had ambivalent 
feelings regarding their illness or seemed to have found 
secondary gains in their physical ailments. 
The total number of problema revealed by the group 
was fifty-eight; moat being inter-related and being various 
phases of some maJor proble••• Of these fifty-eight 
· .··c-,o.."=~if-~coc-~ cc-:~=~~== 
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problema, forty were adequately met, seven were partially 
met, and eleven were not met. 
The social worker was most able to help in cases in 
which the patients needed emotional support or had 
difficulty in family and social relationships. She waa 
leas able to help in financial problems and problems of 
care for the patients. 
The reasons that some problems of the patients were 
not adequately met by the social worker were: l) opposi-
tion of patients or family due to emotional problema 
and 2) lack of community resources. 
The types of services offered by the social worker to 
help the patients meet their needs were mainly interpreta-
tion, supportive casework and environmental manipulation. 
Interpretation was need in most cases. The most 
frequent interpretations were made to other agencies 
involved of the needs of the patients. This was important 
in helping the other agencies acquire a better understand-
ing of the patients and become interested in them so that 
they would be ready to offer the needed assistance. Inter-
pretations to the family or landlady were often needed in 
•' 
~ ; 
order that they could plan intelligently and participate '· 
responsibly in the care of the patients. For five patients. 
planning was done mainly through interviews with the family 
because the patients were senile, disoriented, or too ill. 
For some patients who could not grasp the medical recommen-
dations given them by the doctor or who had confusion about 
certain problems, the social .. rker had to make interpreta-
tions to them. Helping the patients understand the medical 
recommendation was one of the social worker's chief tasks. 
BOSTON UNIV~RSITY 
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WOR~ 
LIBRARY 
Lastly, interpretation to the doctor was necessary iD aany 
cases when the doctor did not have a good understanding 
of the patient's social environment or feelings that 
conditioned his or her illness. One or the medical social 
worker's functions was to bring to the doctor her individ· 
ualized. knowledge of the patient 1n the social, economic 
and emotional areas to help him to employ such information 
in working out an adequate medical plan for the patient. 
SUpportive casework was significant with these 
patients since this was an unhappy, lonely aging group. 
Supportive casework helped aeveral,patients accept the 
medical plan, achieve a more realistic and satisfying 
relationship with family or landlady, and develop more ego 
strength to function better within their physical limita-
tions. Supportive casework was needed for families in 
some oases. This often helped the family to become more 
sympathetic and understanding and more willing to attend 
to the patient's medical needs. 
Environmental manipulative services were iaportant 
in meeting the patients' practical problems, such as laCk 
ot care, financial difficulty, housing problem, need for 
medical appliances, and the like. Such reality problems 
exerted harmful influence upon the patients and made their 
physical discomfort mora unbearable• Rsoval or allevia-
tion of environmental pressures waa important for the 
patients' rehabilitation. Bven for those patients with 
poor medical prognoses, these services made their life 
situations more camfortable during their last days. 
A(?:Lur! ~___rf-
Richard K. Conant · 
Dean 
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